We present the results of experiments on advection-reaction-diffusion processes. Two flows are studied: a blinking vortex flow and a chain of alternating vortices. Mixing in both of these flows has been shown to be chaotic in general. The fluid is composed of the chemicals for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) chemical reaction. We investigate the effects of chaotic mixing on the patterns that form in this system. Three experiments are described: (a) pattern formation in the oscillatory BZ reaction; (b) front propagation and mode-locking for the excitable BZ reaction in an oscillating vortex chain; and (c) synchronization of a network of fluid oscillators by superdiffusive transport and Lévy flights. The experiments are complemented by numerical simulations that illustrate the chaotic transport of these flows.
I. Introduction
For several decades, there has been a significant amount of interest in patterns that form in reaction-diffusion systems [1] , [2] , e.g., chemically-reacting or biological systems without any fluid flows. But most fluid systems are not stagnant; rather, there are typically flows, and these flows dramatically affect the mixing properties of the system. This, in turn, has a significant effect on the pattern formation process since reaction of different species in the flow is limited by mixing. The problem is particularly interesting in light of recent studies that have shown that mixing can be chaotic, even for simple, laminar fluid flows. The general advection-reaction-diffusion problem has recently begun to receive theoretical and numerical attention, particularly in the regime where mixing is chaotic [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . However, there have been very few experimental studies of advection-reaction-diffusion systems. In this article, we review some experiments that we have conducted on pattern-formation processes in advection-reaction-diffusion systems with chaotic advection. Three sets of experiments are described: (1) Pattern formation of an oscillatory chemical reaction in a flow with chaotic mixing [10] ; (2) front propagation and mode-locking for an advancing chemical reaction in an oscillating vortex chain [11] , [12] ; and (3) synchronization of chemical oscillators in a fluid flow via superdiffusive transport [13] .
II. Pattern formation in a blinking vortex flow
In 1984, Aref demonstrated [14] that mixing is typically chaotic in a simple, laminar fluid flow composed of two point vortices that blink on and off periodically ( Figure 1a) . We have built an experiment that generates this flow in a simple, table-top apparatus. The flow is generated via a magnetohydrodynamic technique [10] , [15] (Figure 1b ). An electrical current passes radially through a thin layer of an electrolytic solution (either dilute sulfuric acid or the chemicals for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction). This current --which converges at one of two center electrodes --interacts with a strong magnetic field produced by a Nd-Fe-Bo magnet below the fluid layer. The result is a flow that circles around that particular electrode. Blinking of the vortices is achieved by alternating periodically between the two center electrodes. The result is a flow that alternates between circling around one vortex and circling around the other.
The fluid is composed of the chemicals typically used for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction [16] , [17] , a chemical reaction that is well-known for its oscillatory (and sometimes chaotic) time dependence when well-mixed. (See Reference 10 for details about the chemicals used in this reaction.) In the absence of any fluid flow, the reaction forms a pattern of spirals and/or bulls-eye patterns, typical of reaction-diffusion systems (Figure 2a ). With the flow turned on, the patterns change dramatically (Figures 2b, c and d ). For these images, the blinking period T and the flow amplitude A vary; however, the dimensionless blinking period μ -which is the product of A and T, divided by the square of the radius of the system -is held fixed. The dimensionless blinking period determines the mixing patterns that form, but does not determine how long it takes for those patterns to form. With decreasing T, the flow mixes faster and faster. In Reference 10, we define a mixing time determined by the interplay between advective mixing and molecular diffusion; conceptually, this is the time that it takes for chaotic mixing to stretch elements in the flow into tendrils that are thin enough for molecular diffusion to finish the mixing.
Figures 2 e, f, g and h show mixing fields determined numerically for the same conditions as for Figures 2 a -d . These fields are obtained by simulating the motion of triplets of tracers, initially very close to each other. At each time step, the mixing field at a point is defined as the ratio of the largest separation between the tracers in the triplet divided by the initial separation. It is apparent when comparing Figures 2 b-d with Figures 2 f-h that for the advection-reaction-diffusion case, the mixing fields do a good job of capturing the dominant pattern formation behavior for the oscillatory reaction. (The only exception is for the reaction-diffusion limit for which the mixing fields cannot capture the patterns.)
The implication of these studies is that pattern formation in a reacting system with chaotic mixing can be understood quite well by considering almost purely the mixing behavior of the system without much regard to the details of the reaction itself. We expect, therefore, that mixing fields should be able to capture the dominant pattern formation process for a wide range of advection-reaction-diffusion systems.
More details about these experiments can be found in Reference 10. 
III. Front propagation and mode-locking
There are numerous processes that are governed by the growth of one species in the system at the expense of another species. The interface between the two regions is often referred to as a front, and there has been a significant amount of interest in the manner in which this front moves in reaction-diffusion systems. In fact, there is a well-known theory by Fisher and Kolmogorov [18] , [19] that predicts a definitive value for the front propagation speed, given information about the reaction kinetics and the molecular diffusion coefficient. The question arises as to how front propagation is affected by the presence of fluid flows in the system, particularly in situations where the mixing is chaotic. Chaotic mixing processes can often be quantified as enhanced diffusion, so it is natural to predict that the FisherKolmogorov (FK) theory will still work as long as the molecular diffusion coefficient in the theory is replaced with the enhanced diffusion coefficient. Recent theoretical/numerical studies [5] , however, have indicated that a simple extension of the FK theory does not necessarily work for cellular flows with periodic time dependence. Specifically, these studies showed that mode-locking is possible for front propagation in an oscillating chain of vortices ( Figure 3 ), a flow which had been shown previously [15] , [20] , [21] to display chaotic mixing. An electrical current passes radially through a thin layer of an electrolytic solution. This current interacts with an alternating magnetic field produced by two rings of magnets mounted in an assembly below the fluid layer. The magnet assembly is mounted coaxially on a motor whose motion can be controlled to oscillate, drift with a constant angular velocity, or move with a combination of both drift and oscillations.
We have reproduced some of these numerical simulations to illustrate locking phenomena [12] . Mode-locking is defined for a propagating front as follows: when modelocked, the front advances an integer number N of wavelengths in an integer number M of drive periods. We have tested these predictions with experiments on front propagation in an oscillating vortex chain [11] , [12] . The flow and apparatus are show in in Figure 3 . There are 20 vortices in the vortex chain, which is oriented in an annular configuration. As with the blinking vortex flow described in Section II, the vortex chain is forced magnetohydrodynamically. Two rings of 20 Nd-Fe-Bo magnets are set in a magnet assembly, above which rests a thin layer of an electrolytic solution. The magnets alternate in polarity, as shown in Figure 3 . An electrical current passes radially through the fluid layer and interacts with the alternating magnetic field. The result is a chain of 20 alternating vortices in the fluid layer. The magnet assembly is mounted co-axially on a motor which can be programmed to rotate in an oscillatory pattern, with a constant drift velocity, or with a combination of drift and oscillatory terms; the vortex chain itself moves with the magnet assembly. For the experiments discussed in this section, the magnet assembly is programmed to oscillate sinusoidally, although the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations are varied. The chemical reaction used is an excitable version of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. (See References 11 and 12 for details of the chemistry.) The chemicals are initially orange in color, but a green front can be triggered by inserting a silver wire into the flow momentarily. Once initiated, the front propagates across the system. The reaction is actually a "pulse" rather than a front -the green reacting zone is followed by a return of the system to the orange state behind the leading edge. In the absence of any flow at all, the result is a green ring that propagates outward with the rest of the system remaining orange. The orange section can be re-triggered multiple times, either if the green front returns due to flows in the system or with the re-insertion of a silver wire. The reaction is also photo-sensitive and can be inhibited by strong illumination with blue and green light. In the experiments, a region covering two vortex widths is illuminated, and the reaction is triggered next to this region. The reaction can then propagate only in one direction around the annulus. The duration of the experiment can be extended by following the front with the blinding region, erasing the region behind the advancing front and enabling the pulse to travel multiple times around the annulus.
In the absence of any periodic time dependence, the front advances through the system due to several factors: (a) advection carries the front around a vortex; (b) the front "burns" its way inward toward the vortex centers; and (c) when the front reaches a corner of a vortex, it "burns" across the separatrix between adjacent vortices and triggers the reaction in the next vortex. 
(b)
When the system is forced with oscillatory time dependence, the front propagation shows many of the characteristics of chaotic mixing in the oscillating vortex chain. Despite the chaotic behavior, though, the front typically (for large enough amplitude) propagates with a constant velocity, as shown in the spacetime plot of Figure 5 A parameter space diagram (Figure 8 ) reveals the conditions for which the fronts are mode-locked. For small amplitudes of oscillation, the system does not mode-lock -the front speed fluctuates in time and there is no repeating pattern. For larger amplitudes, locking has been found for both the (1,1) and (1,2) locking tongues, and there is a region of overlap where the front switches alternately between the (1,1) and (1,2) modes during a single run.
These results agree with the predictions of Reference 5. The fact that the system modelocks indicates clearly that a simple extension of the FK theory is not valid, and that a new theoretical treatment is needed to predict front propagation in an advection-reaction-diffusion system. In particular, the role of coherent structures (vortices, in this case) needs to be assessed. Our expectation is that deviations from FK predictions will be common, potentially even for turbulent flows, since coherent flow structures are quite common in many natural fluid flows. More details about these experiments can be found in References 11 and 12.
IV. Synchronization of a continuous network of oscillators
The third set of experiments [13] deals with synchronization of chemical oscillators. There has been a tremendous amount of research recently into networks of oscillators and how they synchronize. Those studies were energized in the past few years by a theoretical study [22] that showed that network connectivity could be enhanced significantly in a SmallWorld Network with random short-cuts that connect distant parts of the network, in addition to regular, nearest-neighbor connections.
Our experiments consider synchronization in a continuous (rather than discrete) fluid network in which fluid mixing is the dominant mechanism of communication in the network. The flow is the same alternating vortex chain discussed in Section III, except that in addition to periodic oscillations, the vortex chain can also drift. If there are no oscillations but there is a drift, a snake-like region forms that winds around and between the vortices (Figure 9a) . A tracer in this snake region rapidly moves between vortices and can traverse a long distance in a very short period of time. If the vortex chain has both oscillatory and drifting motion, then there can be a combination of both ordered and chaotic trajectories. If the drift velocity v d is greater than the maximum oscillation velocity v o , then the snake region (or portions of it) is maintained ( Figure 9b ). In this regime, tracers in a chaotic region alternately rotate within a vortex, move between one vortex and the next, or stick to the snake region and undergo rapid motion to a distant vortex.
Trajectories such as this that alternately stay within a localized region and undergo rapid long-range jumps are referred to as Lévy flights [23] , [24] (depending on the statistics of the jumps), and transport in this case is typically superdiffusive with a variance that grows faster than linearly in time. This is in contrast to normal, enhanced diffusion with a linear growth in the variance. The result is a system that typically shows normal diffusion for We contend that Lévy flights and superdiffusion play a role in a fluid system similar to the role of short-cuts in a Small World network. We have investigated this experimentally by studying synchronization of the oscillatory BZ reaction (with the same chemistry as in Section I) in the oscillating/drifting vortex chain. In the absence of any time-dependence (i.e., a stationary vortex chain), each vortex acts like an isolated BZ reactor with only minimal communication, since transport between vortices is purely via molecular diffusion. If the flow is time dependent with v d < v o , there is chaotic mixing between adjacent vortices, and the system spontaneously forms traveling waves (Figure 11a ), although the traveling waves evolve in a very complicated manner as a function of time. For time-dependent forcing with v d > v o , the system typically synchronizes in one of two different ways. In most cases (Figure 11b) , co-rotating synchronization is observed where the odd vortices synchronize with each other and the even vortices synchronize with each other, but there is an arbitrary phase different between these two sets of vortices. In some cases, however, the system synchronizes globally with all the vortices blinking red/blue in unison (Figure 11c ).
The synchronization behavior is summarized with a parameter space plot in Figure 12 . Comparing Figure 12 with Figure 10 , it can be seen that the system typically synchronizes if the transport is superdiffusive with Lévy flight trajectories, similar to the small-world networks for discrete networks.
The implication of these results is that superdiffusive transport may be a necessary (although probably not sufficient) condition for synchronization in an extended fluid system, i.e., one in which the total system size is appreciably larger than characteristic length scales of the fluid flow. It is also intriguing to consider Lévy flights in these studies as playing a role similar to the "short-cuts" in the Small World networks. But there are differences as well. First, Lévy flights in the vortex chain are not random; rather, they connect every vortex to every other one with a magnitude that decays algebraically (instead of exponentially) with separation. Second, the amount of fluid participating in the flights depends on the sizes of ordered regions in the flow, something that has not been analyzed in detail yet.
We also speculate that techniques used to predict synchronization in a continuous fluid flow could be applied to discrete systems with large numbers of nodes, especially if the nodes are mobile. For a moving population of people, for example, it might be possible to treat the population as a "fluid" and measure its transport properties. Synchronization of various processes in this population (e.g., disease outbreak) might then be predicted by determining whether mixing in the population is diffusive or superdiffusive. 
V. Continuing work
Numerous issues remain unanswered in advection-reaction-diffusion processes. We are currently conducting several additional experimental investigations on subject: (a) the effects of superdiffusive transport on front propagation processes; (b) the growth of a chemical region in a flow with chaotic mixing; and (c) chaotic traveling waves in an advectionreaction-diffusion system.
